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ENERGY STAR Day is a 

celebration of how we are all 

coming together to prevent 

climate change by saving energy
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2016
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Goals:

• Bring together regional energy-efficiency program efforts across the country into 

united, product-focused, co-branded campaigns

• Reward ENERGY STAR partners by promoting their programs among our key 

audiences to drive mutual customer engagement and loyalty

Strategy:

• Facilitate POS marketing with national retailers

• Facilitate and leverage promotional support from manufacturing partners

• Provide promotional tools with compelling look and feel

• Push out through media channels that drive impressions and traffic to promotional 

ENERGY STAR web page hub featuring partner programs
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National Promotions



• Paid Online Advertising

– Paid Search

– Google Display Network

– Facebook 

• Sponsored “Native” Articles

• Targeted E-mail Marketing

• Boosted content

• NAPS

• Earned Media

• Owned channels

– Social media

– Newsletters

• Partner supported

Media Mix
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Participation

Campaign
Target # of Program 

Sponsors

# Program Sponsors 

Participating

# Households 

served 
(% of total US

households)

Flip Your Fridge 15 31
16,586,980 

(14.3%)

Room Air 

Conditioners
17 15

11,191,112 

(9.6%)

Pool Pumps 17 18
24,736,540 

(21.3%)

ENERGY STAR 

Most Efficient
10 10

16,022,654

(13.8%)       

Water Heaters 25 21
25,314,025 

(21.8%)

Change the World 

Tour
21

17 EEPS

(plus 4 non-EEPS)

15,220,201 

(13.1%)





RESULTS



• Total Impressions = 110,500,000

– GDN and Facebook Combo = 4.6 mm impressions and 74,000 clicks

– NAPS alone  = 7.5 mm impressions

– Email campaign

Refrigerators
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• More than 51,000 pageviews 

– Nearly triple the 2015 
number

Refrigerators
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Southern Minnesota Municipal Power Agency (SMMPA) shows off Flip Your Fridge 

signage in The Home Depot and Best Buy and leveraged the logo on its website
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Hawaii Energy was an active social media 

participant and included Flip Your Fridge in a 

customer newsletter



Room AC
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• Total Impressions = 8,600,000

– Earned Media = nearly 700,000

– GDN and Facebook combo = 

nearly 4 mm impressions and 

40,000 clicks

– NAPS alone  = 3.7 million 

impressions

– YouTube boosting of video = 

206,037 impressions and 

45,000 views



Room AC
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• First to appear as tab on RAC 

product pages

• More than 157,000 combined 

pageviews



• Apartment Therapy article out performed their own benchmarks, 9% 

over impression benchmark and 146% over time spent 

– 1 mm impressions 
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Room AC



New Hampshire 

Saves incorporated the 

ENERGY STAR identifier 

and messaging in a 

program advertisement



ComEd promoted its brand-new ENERGY STAR certified Room AC through in-store 

signage, social media, and a radio spot

Radio Spot



Pool Pumps
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• Total Impressions = 

5,900,000

– GDN alone = 3.68 mm 
impressions

– YouTube video 
boosting

• Nearly ½ mm 
impressions

• More than 80,000 
combined views



• Targeted email campaign to pool owners 

delivered open rate and click through 

rate well above industry standards

– Industry standard for this type of 
prospect email is 4% and 5% 
respectively
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Emails 
Sent

Opens Open
Rate

Clicks Click-
thru-rate

760,928 110,232 14.49% 13,241 12.01%

Pool Pumps



Pool Pumps
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• More than 23,000 pageviews 

– 4 times the 2015 number



Baltimore Gas and Electric added a 

web widget to its program web page

PSEG Long Island co-branded its program 

web page with ENERGY STAR



Sacramento Municipal Utility District encouraged customers to “Make a 

Savings Splash” with ENERGY STAR infographics on social media

Arizona Public Service helped 

customers choose ENERGY STAR 

certified pool pumps with a co-

branded savings calculator



Water Heaters
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• Total Impressions = 7,900,000+

– Influencer native content = 4.2mm 
impressions (with articles still 
running)

– GDN and Facebook Combo = 
3.4mm impressions and 32,000 
clicks

– YouTube boosting of video = 
195,500 impressions and 49,000 
views



Water Heaters
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• Total pageviews = 23,000 (and 

counting)

– Promotional tab on Heat 
Pump Water Heater and High 
Efficiency Gas Storage 
product pages



Carteret-Craven 

Electric Cooperative 

and Washington Gas 

leveraged 

messaging and web 

widgets on social 

media



Delmarva Power linked to the 

web widget to educate 

customers on their water 

heater options
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30

TODAY.com

• Total Impressions = 
7,260,000
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TODAY.com
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Shout Out
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Xcel Energy

Consumers Energy



SMUD

For every ENERGY STAR certified LED 

bulb sold in October, SMUD is donating 50 

cents per bulb to two local Sacramento 

breast cancer nonprofit organizations.
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Shout Out



Shout Out
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Arizona Public Service

APS customers who have proudly replaced ALL 

of their bulbs with ENERGY STAR LED bulbs



Shout Out
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Mass Save

For every $10 specialty 6-pack of 

ENERGY STAR LED bulbs 

purchased, $5 will be donated to 

Massachusetts Fallen Heroes, with 

the goal of raising $25,000.



Shout Out
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ProVia

ProVia taught students about the 

importance of energy efficiency through their 

“Sammy the Star” ENERGY STAR 

educational program. Each of the 400 

students went home with an LED!



Shout Out
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ComEd

ComEd’s Energy Force ambassadors encouraged customers to make a commitment to 

choosing ENERGY STAR certified LEDs. Energy Force is the country's first energy 

efficiency education program designed for and taught by people with disabilities. 



Sears

Sears brought together volunteers to 

provide transformative home repairs, 

energy efficiency updates, and installation 

of new and much needed ENERGY STAR 

certified appliances to three neighborhood 

homes in new Orleans
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Shout Out
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Twitter Party Results

• More than 2.7 million impressions

• 200 unique participants

• 700 tweets on #BrightenALife
41

ENERGY STAR Day



2017
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2017



2017 Enhancements
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• Timing

• Materials availability & 

flexibility

• Activation flexibility & clarity

– Rules of engagement

• Enhanced social media 

opportunities

• Retail deployment

– Signing options

– RPP coordination

• Direct mail and other “hooks” 

to support participation



2017 Enhancements
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• Flip Your Fridge
– Social media-based consumer “share your old fridge” kit:

• Social messaging and graphics with calendar of coordinated 

activities with EPA support

• Facilitation of manufacturer support

• Pool Pumps
– Consumer direct mail for programs with consumer incentives

– Contractor outreach for programs with mid-stream incentives

• RAC
– Strategic media outreach targeting hard-to-reach (e.g.  low-

income and/or Spanish-speaking) consumers with your 

message

• Water Heaters
– Consider direct mail targeting homes with > 10 year-old water 

heaters

– Contractor outreach support



ENERGY STAR Most Efficient
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• 2017 is the year to take ENERGY STAR 

Most Efficient to the next level with 

consumers

– From geo-targeted marketing in active, 
Super Greenie markets…

– …To broad sweeping education among 
green-leaning consumers (based on 
buying profile and interests) across the 
country to incent action and advocacy

• Leverage Facebook proprietary database 

of user demographics, behaviors and 

interests for customer segmentation

• Drive traffic to energystar.gov/mostefficient 

with specific product and retail location 

information

• January, 2017
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Laundry
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4,390,540,000



ENERGY STAR

2017 Lighting Campaign



2017 Lighting Campaign: Background

• Many exciting changes in the lighting category

– Provide opportunity for a fresh approach 

• Connecting consumers with their lighting purchase 
emotionally can help create engagement, drive sales and 
build loyalty 

– Buying decisions are heavily influenced by emotion

– Content that evokes high-arousal positive emotions is 
more viral1

– Top reasons consumers share content are to:

44% Entertain 

25% Educate 

20% Reflect their identity 
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University of PA study

“Emotional 
campaigns are more 
effective and more 
profitable than 
rational campaigns-
even in “rational” 
categories.”

Rational Ad Strategy Combined Emotional Ad Strategy

26%
31%

16%



Approach

• Focus on the emotional and rational aspects of lighting

– Capture consumers’ interest, attention and imagination by 
addressing product benefits in emotional wrapping   

• Quality   Beautification

• Variety  Flexibility

• Long-life  Reliability

• Energy efficiency & environmental protection

• Drive sales and adoption with a clear and simple call to action for 

consumers, and meaningful engagement opportunities for 

partners
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EPA Communication Strategies

• Build Awareness

– PSA Campaign

– Earned Media & Influencer Outreach

– Digital Advertising 

• Create Engagement

– Social content

– EPA online educational tools

• Educate

– energystar.gov/Lighting
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Partner Activation Strategies

• Provide tools and assets to help partners participate in a way that 

supports their business goals 

– Digital

• Light the Moment Assets:  Video content, web icons, social 

graphics, key messages, web buttons, quizzes, etc.

• Online educational tools:  Choose a Light Guide, Infographic

– Promotional 

• Customer Engagement Activities

– “You provide the moment” user-generated content (UGC)

– Shopper

• Retail toolkit: Co- brandable in-store signage, banners, Fact 

sheets, Infographic

• Display concept:  Working with retailers ahead of time, pave way 

for EEPS to partner with local retailers to create a moment within 

a store
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In-Store Engagement Ideas

• Feature Light the Moment POS 

materials to engage customers, 

– Lifestyle

– Seasonal



Light the Moment Communications Model
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National Call to Action

Engagement & Education Tactics

Influencer
Activation

Partner Assets for Regional Activation

Social
Media

Energystar.gov
Tools & ResourcesEmail

Digital Promotional Shopper

PSA Earned Media Digital



Timeline

Timeframe Activity

ENERGY STAR DAY:
October 25, 2016

Campaign Announcement
• EPA press release 
• ENERGY STAR Day Twitter Party

November 2016 – March 2017 EPA social media activity
Partner recruitment & networking

Earth Day:
April 22, 2017

PSA Launch 
Partner Activation

May – September 2017 Partner promotions
Earned media
Influencer activity

October 2017 Campaign culmination/
Recognize accomplishments
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